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1. Introduction: Mechanism of Agree and Case-feature
Modifying the mechanism of feature-checking within the Minimalist
framework, Chomsky (1998, 1999) has recently proposed that Case-feature
should be excluded from the formal features that can act as a probe in the
mechanism of Agree: According to him, Case-feature, as well as /o-features,
can be a target of Agree, though it is distinguished from /o-features in that
it cannot induce Agree. Thus, Case-feature can only be checked by the op-
eration of Agree; that is to say, under Chomsky’s (1998, 1999) mechanism
of Agree, it is visible in the mechanism of Agree only when it acts as an
operant of the operation of Agree (i.e., it is targeted in the mechanism of
Agree).
In Ura (1999, 2000b), however, it was maintained that several concep-
tual problems are immanent in the idea of excluding Case as an operator
of Agree. In this paper I would like to suggest, in addition to those concep-
tual problems, that empirical problems, which come from several Euro-
pean languages, emerge from the mechanism of Agree if Case is excluded
from the mechanism of Agree. In other words, it will be argued that the
mechanism of Agree fails to capture these empirical data unless it in-
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cludes Case-feature as a formal feature capable of inducing Agree. More
specifically, I am proposing that the mechanism of Agree should be so
elaborated as to have the full sensitivity to Case in the sense that Case-
feature as well as /o-features can invoke the search of a given prove.
To see the effect of this elaboration of the mechanism of Agree, take
the following case for example: Suppose that a head has two kinds of for-
mal feature (i.e., Case-feature and /o-feature), both of which need to be
checked off in the course of a derivation. Then, what kind of element in
the structure already constructed in the derivation counts as a possible
candidate for agreeing with the probe in this case? The newly introduced
mechanism of Agree, which has the full sensitivity of Case, demands that
there should be three parametric possibilities: In some languages, an ele-
ment with both Case- and /o-features counts as a possible candidate; in
some other languages, an element counts as a possible candidate if it has
a Case-feature; and in still some others, an element counts if it has some
/o-features.
Then, how is it determined (or discerned) which of the above parame-
ter settings a given language L has? It is commonly held under the PP-
approach that the morphological properties of a functional category in L
result in a given parametric variation found in L (cf. Borer 1984 and
Chomsky 1995). Given this, it is natural to assume that the morphological
properties of a given functional category determines which option in the
aforementioned parametric variation is effective in the mechanism of
Agree. Hence, the following case, for instance, can occur in a single lan-
guage: The search of T’s probe is sensitive to the combination of Case- and
/o-features while the search of V’s probe is sensitive only to /o-features.
In what follows I will show that those three kinds of parametric vari-
ation concerning Case- and /o-feature checking can be found in several
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European languages; whence, it follows that the Case feature should as-
sume the same status in the mechanism of Agree, which, in turn, shows
that Chomsky’s (1998, 1999) proposal about Case in the mechanism of
Agree should not be maintained on empirical grounds.
2. Icelandic
First, let us look at the Icelandic raising construction. The basic facts
can be schematized in (1):(1)
( 1 ) Icelandic
a.* [TP DP(nom)k [VP Raising-Pred EX(dat) [SC tk V(inf) ]]].
b. [TP DP(nom)k [VP Raising-Pred /O [SC tk V(inf) ]]].
c. [TP EX(dat)k [VP Raising-Pred tk [SC DP(nom) V(inf) ]]].
d.* [TP Exp [VP Raising-Pred EX(dat) [SC DP(nom) V(inf) ]]].
It is noteworthy, here, that Icelandic is on a par with Japanese in terms
of (1a,b), but it is opposite to Japanese in terms of (1c,d): That is to say, in
Icelandic, like in Japanese (see Ura 2000b for details about the Japanese
raising construction), the raising of the subject in the infinitival clause se-
lected by a raising predicate, which is possible when the dative experi-
encer of the raising predicate is absent, is impossible when the dative ex-
periencer appears, whereas Icelandic differs from Japanese in that Ice-
landic allows the dative experiencer to move to the Spec of IP.
The fact that Icelandic allows the quirky subject construction de-
mands that T’s probe for satisfying its EPP-property should be executed
separately from T’s probe in terms of Case-feature in Icelandic; whence,
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an element that has a D-feature, regardless of whether it has a Case-
feature or not, counts as a possible candidate for the search of T’s probe
for satisfying T’s EPP-property in Icelandic. Therefore, Icelandic is the
same as Japanese with this respect, and it results in the sameness of Ice-
landic and Japanese in terms of (1a,b): This reasoning leads to the conclu-
sion that the dative-marked EX in the Icelandic raising construction, be-
ing a DP with a quirky Case, counts as a possible candidate in the search
of the probe for satisfying T’s EPP-property. As a result, the dative-
marked EX in (1a) induces a blocking effect and prevents the logical sub-
ject of the infinitival clause from raising over the EX to the matrix subject
position (see Ura 2000a,c and McGinnis 1998 for details). According as the
dative-marked EX disappears, the blocking effect vanishes; consequently,
the logical subject of the infinitival clause in (1b) can raise properly to the
matrix subject position.
Moreover, the quirky nature of the dative Case of the EX in the Ice-
landic raising construction, which contrasts sharply with the inert nature
of the dative Case of the EX in the Japanese raising construction, results
directly in the well-formedness of (1c): The EX is a DP closest to the ma-
trix T in (1c) and it is not “frozen” owing to the quirky nature of its dative
Case (cf. McGinnis 1998); consequently, T can attract it to its Spec to sat-
isfy its EPP-property. Recall that the inert nature of the dative Case of
the EX results in the ill-formedness of (1c).
As for the impossibility of (1d), it was argued in Ura (1999, 2000) that
it is due to the fact that the expletive in (1d) deprives a nominative Case
of the matrix T. This results in the absence of the checker for the nomina-
tive Case of the nominative-marked logical subject in the infinitival
clause; for, Icelandic, unlike Japanese, disallows multiple nominative sub-
jects. Therefore, the derivation for (1d) inevitably crashes. This explana-
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tion of the ill-formedness of (1d) leads to the prediction that this pattern
always crashes regardless of the existence/absence of the EX. It was also
argued in Ura (2000b) that this prediction is borne out by the ill-
formedness of (2) (taken from Taraldsen 1995):
( 2 ) * a  ótti [SC María (vera) gáfu ].
it seem(3sg) Mary(nom) be(inf) gifted
To summarize this section, it was observed that the mechanism of Agree
with the full sensitivity of Case gives an appropriate account to the Ice-
landic raising construction, the account which is harmonious with the ac-
count that Ura (2000) gave to the Japanese raising construction.
3. Language Variations
In this section it will be shown that the mechanism of Agree with the
full sensitivity of Case can also provide a consistent account of the para-
metric variation concerning the raising construction in several types of
language group.
3. 1. Mainland Scandinavian Languages
Just like in Icelandic, raising verbs in Mainland Scandinavian lan-
guages (i.e., Danish, Swedish, and Norwegian) may optionally take an EX
together with its infinitival complement clause:
( 3 ) a. Norwegian
Det synes (oss) [ a ha blitt spist noen
there seem(3pl) us(obj) to have(inf) been eaten some
epler ].
apples
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b. Danish
Der forekommer (mig) [ at være blevet læst mange
there appear(3pl) me(obj) to have been read many
b /Oger ].
books
Now, let us consider raising from the nonfinite complement clause in
Mainland Scandinavian languages (hereafter, MS). When the EX of a rais-
ing predicate is not present, the subject DP in the complement clause
raises to the subject position in the matrix clause if that position is va-
cant, as shown in (4):(2)
( 4 ) a. Norwegian
 Jonk forkommer [ tk a ha drukket vin ].
John appears to have(inf) drunk wine
b. Danish
Sofiek forekom [ tk at være helt enig ].
Sofie appears to be(inf) completely agreed
Then, let us see whether raising is possible even when the EX of a raising
predicate is syntactically present. Very interestingly, it is perfectly al-
lowed in MS as shown in (5). The Norwegian fact was reported by Chris-
tensen (1986), and the one in Danish, by Vikner (1995):
( 5 ) a. Norwegian
 Jonk forkommer oss [ tk a ha drukket vin ].
John appears us(obj) to have(inf) drunk wine
b. Danish
Sofiek forekom ham [ tk at være helt enig ].
Sofie appears him(obj) to be(inf) completely agreed
To put it differently, the EX of the raising predicate in MS does not block
the movement of the logical subject in the infinitival clause. Thus, MS dif-
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fers from Japanese and Icelandic, in which the EX in the raising construc-
tion induces the blocking effect, as observed hitherto.
Hence, the facts observed so far in MS are schematized as follows:
( 6 ) Mainland Scandinavian
a. [TP DP (nom)k [VP Raising-Pred EX(dat) [ tk V(inf) ]]].
b. [TP DP (nom)k [VP Raising-Pred [ tk V(inf) ]]].
How can we capture the facts illustrated in (6) by utilizing the mechanism
of Agree with the full sensitivity of Case?
First, let us see what kind of morphological Case the EX has in the
MS raising construction. By examining whether the EX can raise to the
subject position or not, it is to be discovered, just as in the cases of Japa-
nese and Icelandic, whether the Case of the EX is inert or quirky (cf.
McGinnis 1998). Consider the following examples in MS:
( 7 ) a. Norwegian
 * Ossk synes tk [ a ha blitt spist noen epler ].
us(obj) seem(3pl) to have(inf) been eaten some apples
b. Danish
* Migk forekommer tk [ at være blevet læst mange b /Oger ].
me(obj) appear(3pl) to have been read many books
The examples in (7) are supposed to be derived from the well-formed ex-
amples in (3) by replacing the there-type expletive in (3) with the EX. This
indicate that the Case of the EX in the raising construction is inert in MS
(cf. Ura 1999, 2000b,c). In this respect, MS is on a par with Japanese and
opposite to Icelandic.
Next let us see what kind of parameter is set upon for T’s probe in
MS. Holmberg & Platzack (1995) argue with ample evidence that there is
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no kind of the quirky subject construction in MS. Under our interpretation
of Ura’s (2000a) parameter concerning the availability of the quirky sub-
ject construction (see Ura 2000b,c for more details), this implies that the
search of T’s probe for satisfying its EPP-property must be executed to-
gether with the search of T’s probe in terms of Case in MS; that is to say,
an element that has both a D-feature and a Case-feature counts as a pos-
sible candidate for T’s probe in MS.
Given the observations made so far, we can explain the facts schema-
tized in (6) as in the following way: In (6a), T searches its c-commanding
domain for possible candidates in order to satisfy its EPP-property. It en-
counters the oblique-marked EX before it searches into the infinitival
clause. In MS, however, an element that has both a D-feature and a Case-
feature counts as a possible candidate for T’s probe in MS. Thus, the EX,
though having a D-feature, is invisible to T’s probe in MS; for, the Case of
the EX is inert and invisible to any probe in MS. Consequently, T can
search into the infinitival clause beyond the EX and encounters the logical
subject of the infinitival clause. This enables T to attract the logical sub-
ject of the infinitival clause to its Spec over the EX in MS; whence the
well-formedness of (6a) follows. Given this explanation of the well-
formedness of (6a), the well-formedness of (6b) is trivial, incidentally.
Therefore, this explains the lack of the blocking effect in MS.
3. 2. Romance Languages
Romance languages provide a very interesting contrast concerning the
blocking effect to be induced by the EX in the raising construction. Among
Romance languages, the blocking effect induced by the EX in the raising
construction manifests in Italian and Spanish
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( 8 ) Italian
a. Giannik sembra [ tk conoccere la strada ].
Gianni seems know(inf) the way
b. *Giannik sembra a Piero [ tk conoccere la strada ].
Gianni seems to Piero know(inf) the way
( 9 ) Spanish
a. Mariak parece [ tk estar cansada ].
Mary seems be(inf) tired
b. *Mariak parece a mis amigos [ tk estar cansada ].
Mary seems to my friends be(inf) tired
The contrast shown in (8) for Italian (cf. Rizzi 1982) and the one shown in
(9) for Spanish (cf. Torrego 1996) indicate that these languages behave the
same as Icelandic and Japanese in terms of the blocking effect induced by
the EX in the raising construction.
In contrast, French behaves the same as Mainland Scandinavian in
terms of the lack of the blocking effect to be induced by the EX. Consider
the examples in (10) (taken from Rouveret & Vergnaud 1980):
(10) French
a. Jeank semble (à Marie) [ tk être parti ].
Jean seems (to Marie) be(inf) left
b. Paulk semble (à Marie) [ tk avoir rèsolu toutes les
Paul seems (to Mary) have(inf) solved all the
difficultès ].
difficulties
Notice the irrelevance of the existence of the EX to the possibility of the
raising of the logical subject of the infinitival clause in French.(3)
Among Romance languages, Italian and Spanish are known to have a
dative subject construction, as exemplified by (11) below (see Belletti &
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Rizzi 1988 for Italian and Masullo 1993 for Spanish). Moreover, the
oblique EX in the raising construction can raise to the subject position in
both languages, as shown in (12):
(11) a. Italian
A Gianni piacciono le tue idee.
to Gianni please your ideas
b. Spanish
A los alumnos gusta la cerveza.
to the students like the beer
(12) a. Italian
Glik sembra tk [ che Gianni ha telefonato ].
To-him seems that Gianni has telephoned
b. Spanish
Lesk parece tk [ que Maria estaba cansada ].
To-them seems that Maria was tired
In contrast, French never allows any kind of quirky subject construction,
nor can the EX raise to the subject position in French:
(13) French
*À Mariej semble tj [ que Paul a rèsolu toutes les
To Marie seems that Paul has solved all the
difficultès ].
difficulties
(cf. Il semble à Marie [ que Paul a rèsolu toutes
it seems to Marie that Paul has solved all
les difficultès ].
the difficulties)
The observations made so far concerning the Romance raising construc-
tion can be schematized as in the following:
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(14) Italian and Spanish
a. * [TP DP(nom)k [VP Raising-Pred EX(dat) [ tk V(inf) ]]].
b. [TP DP(nom)k [VP Raising-Pred /O [ tk V(inf) ]]].
c. [TP EX(dat)k [VP Raising-Pred tk [ DP(nom) V(inf) ]]].
(15) French
a. [TP DP(nom)k [VP Raising-Pred EX(dat) [ tk V(inf) ]]].
b. [TP DP(nom)k [VP Raising-Pred /O [ tk V(inf) ]]].
c. * [TP EX(dat)k [VP Raising-Pred tk [ DP(nom) V(inf) ]]].
The Romance facts illustrated in (14) and (15) can be given a consis-
tent account with the mechanism of Agree that has the full sensitivity of
Case as in the following manner: First, the fact that the dative-marked
EX in the raising construction can raise to the subject position in Italian
and Spanish (i.e., the well-formedness of (14c)) indicates that the oblique
Case of the EX is quirky in those languages. Second, the fact that Italian
and Spanish allow the dative-subject construction implies that T’s probe
for satisfying its EPP-property is executed separately from T’s probe in
terms of Case-feature in those languages; whence, an element that has a
D-feature, regardless of what kind of Case it may have, counts as a possi-
ble candidate for the search of T’s probe for satisfying T’s EPP-property in
Italian and Spanish. Now a question arises whether or not the oblique EX
in the raising construction in Italian and Spanish has a D-feature. Be-
cause it is accompanied with the preposition a ‘to’, it looks from the mor-
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phological viewpoint as if the EX in those languages does not have any D-
feature.
Notice, however, the fact that a DP with the preposition a ‘to’ can ap-
pear as the Spec of T in the dative subject construction in those lan-
guages. Reconsider the examples in (11). In fact, Belletti & Rizzi (1988)
provide several arguments in favor of the claim that the DP with the
preposition a in (11) occupies the Spec of T. Thus it is possible, under the
hypothesis (Chomsky 1995, 1998) that it holds universally true that an
element at the Spec of T satisfies the EPP-property of T, to draw the con-
clusion that the EX in the raising construction in Italian and Spanish has
a D-feature, though it has a morphologically appearance of PP (see Ura
2000a for more discussion).
Thus, the EX in (14a) stops the search of T’s probe for satisfying T’s
EPP-property because the EX has a D-feature and T’s probe for satisfying
its EPP-property is executed separately from T’s probe in terms of Case-
feature in Italian and Spanish; whence, the impossibility of (14a) results.
The well-formedness of (14b) results directly from the disappearance of
the EX, the existence of which would induce the blocking effect.
Returning to the facts in French schematized in (15), we can uni-
formly explain them as in the following way: The impossibility of (15c) in-
dicates that the Case of the EX is inert in French. Second, the fact that
French disallows the dative-subject construction implies that T’s probe for
satisfying its EPP-property must be executed together with T’s probe in
terms of Case-feature in French; whence, an element that has both a D-
feature and a visible Case-feature counts as a possible candidate for the
search of T’s probe for satisfying T’s EPP-property in French. In (15a), the
first DP that T encounters in its search for satisfying its EPP-property is
the EX. But the EX in the French raising construction does not count as a
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possible candidate for the search of T’s probe for satisfying T’s EPP-
property. Hence, the search of T’s probe proceeds over the EX down into
the infinitival clause. Then, it comes across the logical subject of the in-
finitival clause. As a consequence, T can attract the logical subject of the
infinitival clause to its Spec without any impediment; whence, the well-
formedness of (15a) in French results. Given this, the possibility of (15b)
in French is trivial.
A comment on the case where the oblique EX in the Romance raising
construction syntactically appears as a clitic is in order. As shown in (16)
and (17) below, the logical subject of the infinitival clause can raise over
the EX to the matrix subject position even in Italian and Spanish if the
EX is a clitic (Rizzi 1982 for Italian and Torrego 1996 for Spanish):
(16) Italian
a. *Giannik sembra a Piero [ tk conoccere la strada ].
Gianni seems to Piero know(inf) the way
b. Giannik gli sembra [ tk conoccere la strada ].
Gianni to him-seems know(inf) the way
(17) Spanish
a. *Mariak parece a mis amigos [ tk estar cansada ].
Mary seems to my friends be(inf) tired
b. Mariak les parece [ tk estar cansada ].
Mary to them-seems be(inf) tired
This is not at all surprising, because a clitic, which can act as a head
(Chomsky 1995), is adjoined to V by the requirement of its lexical idiosyn-
crasy; as a result, it is no longer regarded as an element that has a D-
feature. Recall that the blocking effect induced by the EX in the Italian
and Spanish raising construction results from the fact that the EX in
those languages, being capable of satisfying T’s EPP-feature, stops the
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search of T’s probe. Now that the EX as a clitic has no D-feature, it does
not induce the blocking effect any longer. Consequently, T properly at-
tracts the logical subject of the infinitival clause when the EX appears as
a clitic.
4. Conclusion
This paper was devoted to the investigation of some theoretical impli-
cations of the analysis of the raising construction. It was argued that the
facts discovered in the raising construction in several European languages
can hardly be accounted for with Chomsky’s (1998, 1999) mechanism of
Agree, in which the role of Case is highly limited. In order to provide an
appropriate account of the facts in those languages, a new implementation
of Case in the mechanism of Agree was proposed, according to which Case
can invoke the search of a probe. Under the checking theory reinforced
with this newly introduced mechanism of Agree, it was demonstrated that
the complicated facts concerning the parametric variations found in the
raising construction are given a consistent account by utilizing the mecha-
nism of Agree with the full sensitivity of Case.
Notes
? Due to the space limitation, details have to be omitted. See Ura (1999,
2000b) and references cited therein for ample of relevant data.
? If the subject position in the matrix clause is occupied by the there-type ex-
pletive, the subject of the infinitival clause, being indefinite (due to the “defi-
niteness effect”), may stay in the infinitival clause (see Boeckx 2000 and Ura
1999).
? Attributing his examples to Viviane Dèprez (personal communication), Chom-
sky (1995) argues, pace Rouveret & Vergnaud (1980), that French behaves
the same as Italian and Spanish in that the overt EX of a raising predicate
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indeed induces the blocking effect. But, he notes, in a footnote, that Dèprez
(personal communication) pointed out to him that the issue involved is more
complex than he reports. Among the French informants I have polled on the
judgment for the relevant examples, only a few agreed that the examples in-
cluding raising over the EX in the raising construction are totally bad,
though some of them reported that they are merely somewhat degraded and
less preferable than examples in which the EX is cliticized. Torrego (1996)
and McGinnis (1998), independently, report a similar observation in French.
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